2 METRE DIRECTION FINDING RULES
1. The transmitting station (the Fox) must remain stationary.
2. Vertical polarization will be used by the transmitting station.
3. Transmissions will be made at the following times; each transmission to
be of two minutes duration:- 20:10, 20:30, 20:45, 21:00, 21:10, 21:20,
21:30, 21:40 and then at the operators discretion.
The final transmission will be at 22:10 and this will conclude the DF.
a) For morning events transmissions will be made at the following times;
each transmission to be of two minutes duration:- 11:10, 11:30, 11:45,
12:00, 12:10, 12:20, 12:30, 12:40 and then at the operators discretion.
The final transmission will be at 13:10 and this will conclude the DF.
4. E.R.P. to be kept constant.
5. The transmitting station shall be located within a 10 mile radius of St
Bartholomew’s Church Hall, Brinklow Road, Coventry and on OS Map,
sheet 140.
6. Although persons not present at the start are welcome to participate, only
those present at the start for the first transmission, shall be eligible to win
'officially'.
7. The fox hunts are open to any licensed amateur with the exception that an
unlicensed amateur can be part of a team.
8. The fox must be on land to which the public has normal access, if private
land is used, the landowners consent should be sought by the person who
is the fox.
9. If the fox, the winner of the subsequent round is unavailable, a volunteer
fox should be sought from the club membership.
10. Telephone contact with the fox during the event. Prior to the event, the
fox and a nominated participating member, should know each others’
mobile telephone number. Arranging this is a duty of the Chairman.
11. The location for the fox normally shall not be used again within a two
year period. For reference, the previous 2 years locations are on the last
page.

G2FDC 2m DF TROPHY
The society awards a trophy to the winning team for the season of 2m DF events.
The trophy will be awarded to the team with the highest points score from the
best three out of four events. A team means those members in a single
vehicle. A team can include non licensed individuals.
The trophy is open to any licensed amateur or teams.
SCORING SYSTEM
Position
1
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3
4
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6
7

Points Awarded
10
8
6
4
3
2
1

3.

The Fox shall be awarded 6 points.

4.

In the event of tie on points the winner shall be:The team who has the most first places.
In the event that the teams cannot be separated by first places then the team
that reaches the fox in the quickest time will be declared to be the winner

.
PRESENTATION of the TROPHY
This will normally be announced at the Annual General Meeting that normally is
held in October.
Last Updated: 18th August 2021

Location of 'Fox' since 01/01/12
(The link may be clicked to open Google Maps at that location)
Date

Description

Lat / Long

01/01/12 Marston Jabbet

52.491326,-1.444066

20/04/12 Cathiron Lane, Near Brinklow

52.405652,-1.347005

20/07/12 Brinklow Hill

52.412446,-1.354001

14/09/12 Newton, Rugby

52.402419,-1.2221

01/01/13 Burton Hastings

52.50884,-1.395965

19/04/13 Coventry City Center

52.403969,-1.518557

19/07/13 Church road, Baginton

52.369861,-1.496109

13/09/13 Brockhurst Lane, Monks Kirby

52.466317,-1.305817

01/01/14 Nun Wood Lane, Princethorpe

52.335486,-1.442658

18/04/14 Marston Jabbet

52.491705,-1.445240

18/07/14 Brinklow Castle

52.412472,-1.358185

12/09/14 Pingles Leisure Centre, Nuneaton

52.514791,-1.462222
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